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SERIES PREFACE

This manual is one of a series written to make available designs of basic equipment intended to be
made by institutions for their own use in teaching and research in agricultural engineering and
associated technologies.  They are directed at the study of the functional performance of various
machines and items of equipment and particularly at the important elements which determine that
performance.

As well as providing drawings showing the main dimensions of the equipment, the manuals also
include basic theory, design considerations, and techniques for their calibration and use.  The
designs are based, as far as possible, on the use of  industrial components. In addition to specifying
part numbers and sources of supply for purchased components, the latter have also been specified,
where possible, in terms of size/capacity/performance so that suitable alternatives may be used.

A range of types of transducer from simple manually read  devices to more complex electronic
units may be used with the designs. In this way the latter can serve a range of users and can remain
in use as the level of instrumentation grows.

The designs  have been provided by individuals who have had experience in their development and
use. We would value comment, criticism, and suggestions for improvements.

The assistance of the Australian International Development Assistance Bureau in providing
financial support for the original preparation of the material for publication is gratefully
acknowledged. They were originally printed and distributed to interested people by the Editor in
1991.

They are but are now being made available to a wider readership by being republished in a slightly
amended form on the ePrints Repository of the University of Melbourne and can be down loaded
free of charge at: http://eprints.unimelb.edu.au/

The manuals and associated drawings may be freely copied for non-commercial purposes.
However acknowledgement of the source of the designs is requested in any publications resulting
from their use.

                                                             R.H. Macmillan
                                                                               Editor

Senior Fellow
International Development Technologies Centre
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria  3052 Australia

r.macmillan@devtech.unimelb.edu.au

October  2003
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TILLAGE  DYNAMOMETER

SUMMARY

This manual, which is one of a series on locally made equipment for teaching and research in
agricultural engineering, describes a dynamometer for measuring the draught forces on tillage tools
with a single force cell.

The dynamometer is specified by means of construction drawings.  Sources of supply for
purchased components are given, together with the method of analysing and using the
dynamometer.

Key words: Tillage, cultivation, tools, draft force, dynamometer, active frame, measurement,
teaching, research

'I wonder that so many excellent mechanics who have beaten their brains out  about perpetual
motion and other curiosities . . . . should never so much as honour the Plough (which is the most
necessary Instrument in the world) by their labour and studies'

 Samuel Hartlib: Survey of Midlothian,1650

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Tillage is a fundamental operation in agriculture. It is also the most energy intensive of the field
operations. The determination of the soil forces on tillage tools is therefore of interest so that they
may be adjusted and / or designed to operate in the most functionally effective and energy efficient
manner.

The prediction of soil forces on even simple shaped tools is complex and requires a knowledge of
several properties of the soil. Such prediction is not feasible for actual tools. It is therefore
necessary to measure the forces while the tool is in actual field work. Tools of different shape may
then be compared and more effective and efficient tools selected by a process of evolution.

The dynamometer described in this manual provides a means of determining the draught
(horizontal input) force on the tool whilst in field use. However it should be remembered that the
selection of  tools with a minimum draught force is only a partial view of the problem. It may be
that a such a tool will also be functionally less effective, ie, it may be doing less 'cultivation' than a
tool with a greater force requirement.

Hence as well as considering the energy input it is also necessary to consider the functional output,
ie, the extent to which the soil has been cultivated. This is presently the subject of much research
and as such it is beyond the scope of this manual.

2.0 FORCES ON TILLAGE TOOLS

2.1 General

The force or forces on a general tillage tool act in a general direction in space, ie, they are not in the
plane of motion nor are they horizontal. Measurement of such forces is complex and requires
several transducers.

However, where the tool is symmetrical about the plane of motion it is possible to simplify the
system of forces by assuming that there is no force perpendicular to that plane, ie, no side force.
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2.2 Forces on symmetrical tools

For a symmetrical tool we are therefore left with one force in the plane of motion. In general the
point of application of this force and its direction are unknown. We can, however, resolve it into its
horizontal and vertical components; Figure 1(d) Appendix 3.

The vertical component serves to draw the tool down into the ground and is generally resisted by
wheels on the tillage implement or by the tractor supporting the implement. This force therefore
plays an important part in the operation of the implement and the tractor (due to 'weight transfer' to
the rear wheels) but it does not contribute directly to the force required to move the plough through
the soil.

The horizontal component of the soil force, called the draught force (or the draught for short), is the
component against which energy is expended and which is therefore of interest to the operator.

2.3 Measurement of forces on tillage tools

There are two basic ways by which the measurement of these forces may be undertaken.

2.3.1 Rigid multi-circuit transducer

Here the tool is mounted on a single transducer shaped, for example, in the form of an extended
octagonal ring. Three sets of strain gauges are attached in appropriate positions which, when
connected in three bridge circuits will give three signals from which the horizontal, vertical and the
associated moment (in effect the location) can be determined. The transducer is relatively complex
to construct and use; also it requires three recording channels to operate. Further details may be
found in the article by Godwin (1975).

2.3.2 Active frame

In its general form the tool is mounted on a frame which is supported on a series of six force cells
(transducers or dynamometers). However where the tool is symmetrical and the side forces can be
neglected, the system can be reduced to longitudinal vertical plane. Further simplification can be
achieved if the tool is mounted on a parallelogram mechanism. With this arrangement  and the
achievement of certain other geometric requirements, the effect of the vertical component of the soil
force is eliminated. As shown in Appendix 3, a single force cell can be used to measure the
horizontal component, ie, the draught force.

3.0  DESIGN OF THE  TILLAGE DYNAMOMETER

3.1 Dynamometer mounting

The tillage dynamometer presented in this Manual is designed to measure the draught force on
symmetrical tillage tools. It uses one force cell and hence it is possible to determine only one
unknown, ie, the draught force.

It is also designed to be mounted on the Category 1 three point linkage of a small tractor in such a
way that the dynamometer is horizontal and remains so as it is raised and lowered to give a lesser
or greater tillage depth. This is achieved by arranging:

* the location of the attachment points on the dynamometer to be in the same relation as the
corresponding points on the tractor. 

* the top link in the linkage to be the same length as the bottom links.

As a result the dynamometer, the linkage system and the tractor form a parallelogram and the
dynamometer remains horizontal as it is raised and lowered.

The dimensions given are those applicable to a specific tractor. For any other tractor it is only
necessary to fulfill the above requirements to achieve the required kinematic result.
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3.2  Active Frame

As noted above the tool is mounted on what is known as an 'active frame'. This refers to the
parallelogram mechanism ABCD shown in Figure 1. This mechanism is mounted on bearings and
is restrained by the force cell from pivoting rearwards under the action of the soil forces.

It can be shown by an analysis of the static equilibrium of the frame (see Appendix 1) that if the
respective members are perpendicular to each other ( and usually vertical or horizontal) and the
force cell is horizontal, then the horizontal component of the soil force (the draught) can be
calculated from the force in the cell and certain dimensions of the dynamometer.

It follows that the force cell should be as rigid as possible so that during measurement the
geometrical relationships described above remain substantially constant.

From this analysis it is clear that the direction of the total soil force and its location in both the
vertical and horizontal directions do not influence the measurement.

The single force cell is mounted in a horizontal position and is attached to the front of the active
frame at a known location. This location determines the dimension 'x' in Figure 1(c),  Appendix 3
and hence the force amplification generated in the dynamometer. Hence 'x' could be varied to suit
the available force cells and the draught being measured.

3.3 Choice of force cell

The choice of a force cell to use with the dynamometer is a matter for local decision. While strain
gauge cells are excellent for this type of work they are relatively expensive and require complex
signal conditioning and recording equipment. In addition, such cells are easily damaged if the tool
hits an object buried in the soil. One alternative is the use of an hydraulic force cell as described in
Manual No 1, Hydraulic Cylinders as Force Cells.

3.4  Over-load protection

Given the likelihood of damage to the load cell it is obviously  desirable to only use the
dynamometer in areas that are known to be free of buried objects. However this may not always be
possible and two overload devices have been included in the dynamometer.

The first is a shear pin (item E3) that is intended to protect the dynamometer from damage if the
tool hits a buried object.  The pin shown is a standard 'cotter' or 'split' pin. This type of pin has
been chosen because of its ready availability and presumably its uniformity from one batch. The
size is a matter for local decision depending on the magnitude of the normal draught forces, the size
of the force cell chosen, and the mass and speed of the tractor. A 4 mm diameter pin is shown.

If an hydraulic cylinder is used as a force cell, an over pressure protector is necessary to prevent
damage to the pressure gauge. This is inserted in the line from the cell to the gauge and can be
adjusted to close at a known pressure; it will only re-open when the pressure falls below that level.
It is recommended that the protector be set at a value equal to about 110% of the maximum
pressure capacity of the gauge.

The choice of protector in one of two ranges is recommended, depending on the capacity of the
pressure gauge being used. Table 2 Appendix 2 shows part numbers for one brand of over
pressure protector.

If a strain gauge type force cell is used, extreme care must be taken to avoid overloading it as
permanent damage can easily occur; see paragraph 4.3.
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3.5 Use of tractor linkage as second active frame

If two load cells and two read out devices are available it is possible to also measure the side forces
on an implement by using the tractor lower links and the dynamometer frame as a second active
frame in the horizontal plane.  To do this it is necessary that the lower links are parallel when the
dynamometer frame is mounted on them. This will be achieved by choosing the dimension
between the side plates (E1) of the frame (See view A Figure 3/2) so that the distance between the
pins (item E2) is equal to the dimension between the corresponding lower link pins on the tractor.

To support the dynamometer it is necessary make an arm that is pivoted in the vertical plane but
rigid in the horizontal plane. To maintain the relationship between the arm and the dynamometer,
the pivot must be concentric with the tractor lower link pins.

The second load cell is then mounted between the pivoted arm and the tractor linkage or the
dynamometer frame. The location chosen (corresponding to the dimension 'x' in Figure 1) will
determine the force in the cell.

One possible location  for the attachment is the dynamometer pin, item E2. It would be necessary to
attach the cell to a suitable extension to item E2 after the lower link is placed in position. Attaching
the dynamometer at a point closer to the pivot will increase the force  in the dynamometer.

4.0 USE OF THE DYNAMOMETER

4.1 Types of tool

The dynamometer may be used to  measure the draught force on any type of tool, either modern or
traditional.

With symmetrical tools the side forces are, nominally at least, balanced. However there will always
be some side forces that must be resisted by the dynamometer; the active frame is designed to carry
these forces to the main frame and to the tractor.

Although designed for symmetrical tools the dynamometer may also be used with non-symmetrical
ones. In this instance the side forces must be resisted by the tractor and it may be necessary to
ensure that this was in fact achieved by adding weight to the front of the tractor so that the side
reaction force can be generated there.

One aspect of the dynamometer that is of significance is the fact that it carries only a single tool
and that this is working in soil that has not been disturbed by other tools. It should be remembered
that in implements with more than one tool, some at least of these are working in a condition in
which tools working ahead or beside them in adjacent rows have disturbed the soil.    

4.2 Adjusting the tool

One of the most important parameters in setting up a tillage tool is its attitude defined by the rake
angle, ie, the angle between the some defining plane of the tool and the horizontal. In making the
tool post and mounting the tool, it is therefore necessary to set the tool at the same angle as it would
have had when mounted on the actual implement.

To allow this, a method of adjusting the rake angle over a small range has been provided in the
mounting of the tool holder.

4.3 Care of the force cell

In working with the dynamometer it is desirable to make a steel tension link of the correct length to
take the place of the force cell in the dynamometer while it is being transported and set up and
while trial runs are being made. When this stage is complete the force cell is inserted while
measurements are being made; following this the safety the link can again be inserted.
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4.4 Use of the dynamometer

The following routine  is suggested:

1. Prepare an experimental design, if possible, in consultation with a statistician. Include the tools to
be used, the depth of working, the travel speeds and the order and location of the runs.

2. Select an area of land that is known to be free of buried objects and is as uniform as possible, ie,
all of which has been treated in the same way in the recent past.

3. Mark out an area say 30 m long and wide enough to do the series of runs as planned so that
there is no interaction between the adjacent runs.

4. Attach the dynamometer to the machine; ensure that the dynamometer is horizontal when
attached and remains horizontal when raised and lowered.

5. Attach the tool to a member (tool post) similar in form to its mounting on the actual machine.

6. Attach the tool post to the mounting plate on the dynamometer. Adjust the attitude of the tool (the
rake angle) so that it is the same as on its mounting on the actual machine.

7. Make a series of preliminary runs to check the travel speeds and also to ensure that the
equipment is working satisfactorily. See also 4.3 above.

8. Make the runs in the planned locations with each tool in turn. Record the mean reading on the
pressure gauge, the distance traveled and the time taken.

9. Prepare a report making the planned comparisons and showing the planned effects. Discuss the
results with the statistician.

5.0 REFERENCE

Godwin, R.J. (1975)  An extended octagonal ring transducer for use in tillage studies Journal of
Agricultural Engineering Research  20, 347-352
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APPENDIX 1:  DRAWINGS

Table 1:  Parts list

 PARTS   LIST  
Item Name Material or description Reqd.

A Main Frame Group   
A1 Main frame Mild steel (MS) angle, 50x50x6 1
A2 Pin, lower links MS bar, 25 D; 200 long 2
A3 Lug, top link MS flat, 60x6; 60 long 2
    
B Swinging Arm Group   
B1 Arm MS angle, 50x50x6 1
B2 Upper pivot MS bar, 25 D; length to suit 1
B3 Lower pivot MS bar, 25 D; length to suit 1
B4 Brace MS flat, 25x6 2
B5 Bearings, swinging arm Self aligning journal, 2 hole type; Ref App. 2 4

    
C Tool Holder Support Group   
C1 Tool holder support MS angle, 50x50x6 1
C2 Bearings, tool holder support Self align. jour., plummer block type; Ref App. 2. 4
C3 Tool adjustment block support MS angle, 50x50x6; 40 long 2
C4 Tool adjustment block M12 nut 1
C5 Adjusting screw M12 set screw, 90 long w/- lock nut & flat washer 1
C6 Spacers 50x50; thickness to suit item D1 2
C7 Clamp bolt M12x50 2
    
D Tool Holder Group   
D1 Tool post MS bar, 19x75; length to suit 1
D2 Clamp plate MS bar, 12 x100x80 long 2
D3 Pivot bolt M10x50 with 2 nuts 1
D4 Clamp bolt M12x70 long 4

   
E Force Cell Connection Group  
E1 Connection lug MS angle; cut from 50x50x6x50 long 2
E2 Attachment bolts M6x60 long 4
E3 Shear pin 4D (approx) MS cotter (split) pin; refer App. 4 as reqd
E4 Links 32x4.5; length to suit load cell 2
E5 Rod, adjustable clevis MS M16 threaded rod 2
E6 Side plates, adjustable clevis MS flat, 25x4.5; 60long 2
E7 Nut M16 nut 2
    
F Miscellaneous   
F1 Over - pressure protector (not shown)Refer Appendix 2 1
F2 Protective coating Cold galv. or metal primer & 2 finish coats -
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APPENDIX 2

SOURCES  OF  SUPPLY

Item No Description Part  Nos

B5  Bearings plain, 2 bolt flange, self aligning DF2/20M/DX

C2 Bearings, plain, plummer block, self aligning PB2/20M/DX

* Dana Glacier Vandervell Ltd
2 Central Park Drive
Rugby
Warwickshire CV23 0WE
England

F1 Over pressure protector see below

* WIKA Australia Pty Ltd
17 Summer Lane
Ringwood, Victoria
Australia
sales@wika.com.au
http://www.wika.com.au

* WIKA Instruments Ltd
Station approach
Coulsdon Surrey CR5 2UD
England
info@wika.co.uk
http://www.wika.co.uk

Table 2 Part numbers for over-pressure protector

          WIKA OVER-PRESSURE PROTECTOR
    
      Pressure    Range  adjustment Wika Part

Bar MPa lbf/sq in Number
    

20 - 60 2 - 6 300 - 900 9091670
    

50 - 250 5 - 25 750 - 4000 9091688
    

Equivalent parts to those listed above are also available from a range of other suppliers /
manufacturers.
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APPENDIX  3

ANALYSIS OF TILLAGE DYNAMOMETER

The tillage dynamometer is designed with a parallelogram active frame.  In this form when the
vertical members are truly vertical and the force cell is horizontal, then the latter reads the horizontal
component of the soil force (times a dimension ratio) irrespective of the location of this force or of
the magnitude or location of its vertical component.

Figure 1(a) shows a side view of the tillage dynamometer; it is assumed that the forces
perpendicular to the plane of the dynamometer are balanced.

Figure 1(b) shows the external forces acting on the active frame, viz., the horizontal and vertical
components of the soil force and the force due to the force cell.

Figure 1(c) shows the individual members of the active frame and the external forces acting on
those members.

The following analysis is based on the static equilibrium of the active frame.

In Figure 1(c)  consider

(i) member BC:

Resolving horizontally:

R = F cos  + U

(ii) member CD

Resolving horizontally;

U = W = 0

(iii)  member AB

Moments about A:

R . y = P . x

Substituting for R and U

F cos θ . y =  P . x

       F cos θ =   P 
x

y
Hence from Fig 1(d)

H =   P 
x

y
It is clear that with the geometry shown in Figure 1 (c), the force cell reads only the horizontal
component  of the soil force. The vertical location of the draught cannot be determined.

 Note also the vertical location (p) of the draught force, the magnitude (V) and horizontal location
(n) of the vertical component of the soil force do not enter the equation and do not affect the result,
nor can they be determined. Similarly the dimension 'm' does not enter the equation.
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APPENDIX  4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMOMETER

This description of the constructional features of the dynamometer is made with reference to the
Drawings No 3 / 1 and 3 / 2 and Parts List, Table 1, Appendix 1.

*  Support Frame Group - Item A
The main frame (A1) is made from 50 x 50 x 6 angle but alternative sections (such as rectangular
hollow) with similar strength and rigidity would be suitable.

The mounting points of the dynamometer are to be located in such a way that the dynamometer is
horizontal and remains so as it is raised and lowered to give a lesser or greater tillage depth.

The dimensions given are those applicable to the Category 1 three point linkage  on a specific
tractor. For any other tractor it will be necessary to measure the horizontal and vertical location of
the three attachment points and to reproduce these dimensions on the attachment points on the
dynamometer to achieve the above requirement.

*  Active Frame - Item B, C, D and E1 to E4
The active frame is supported by the main frame on four self-aligning journal bearings. In addition
it incorporates similar bearings to provide the parallelogram mechanism on which the measurement
with the dynamometer is based. These bearings allow for any mis-alignment in the frame or for any
distortion in the shafts on which the active frame pivots.

*   Swinging arms - Item B
It is recommended that the main frame be manufactured first and the bearings (Items B5) then be
bolted to it in their correct locations. The distance between the inner rings can then be measured
and the shafts (Item B 2) can then be cut and the shoulder turned to suit.

* Tool holder support group  - Item C
The lower horizontal member, which is also mounted on four self-aligning bearings (mounted in
plummer blocks)  (Items C2) carries the tool mounting plate (item D) The two spacers item (C6)
should be the same thickness as the tool holder. item D1.

 * Tool holder group  - Item D
The tool holder has been designed to pivot on item D3 and so provide an adjustment to the rake
angle of the tool. The tool itself should be mounted on an appropriate tool post similar in form to
its normal mounting.

*  Force cell connection group - Item E
The adjustable clevis rod is included to allow the length of the group to be adjusted so that the
swinging arms are horizontal (strictly parallel to the soil surface) when measurements are being
taken. If necessary, the vertical position of the connecting lugs should also be adjusted so that the
force cell is truly horizontal when measurements are being taken.

The shear pin (item E3) is mild steel and will shear if excessive force is placed on the tool. This will
occur in 'double shear' between the connecting lug (item E1)  and the links (item E4). To ensure a
true shearing action it is necessary to maintain the shearing area in an undamaged condition and so
it is desirable that the appropriate areas of these items should be case hardened. This may be done
by heating the areas with an oxy-acetylene flame to the required temperature and applying a
commercial case hardening material (carburizing flux) such as 'Hardite' or equivalent. This will
raise the carbon content and the hardness in the region of the shear pin and so reduce the damage
in the shearing area.

Miscellaneous - Items F
To protect the dynamometer, it should be painted with either cold galvanizing paint or metal primer
and two finishing coats.


